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1.General outline/Abstract
In the context of global warming, a change in extreme climate events in terms of severity, frequency
and duration is expected (Seneviratne et al. 2012). In particular, an increase of these characteristics is
robustly projected over Europe for heat waves (Beniston et al. 2007).
Since the early 2000's, a number of them has affected various parts of Europe, with significant socioeconomic impacts such as heat-related mortality and financial losses due to crop failure or wild fire
damages. The disastrous consequences of the deadly heat wave that stroke West Europe in August
2003 made the predictability of these high-impact an events a matter of the utmost expectations.
In the present study, the seasonal predictability of three major European heat waves of the recent
years is investigated through multiple angles. In addition to the above-mentioned 2003 event, the
severe 2010 heat wave over West Russia as well as the 2012 one over South-East Europe are spotlit.
The reforecast of these summers by state-of-the art initialized GCMs is briefly discussed in the first
part. The impact of resolution and the contribution of soil moisture are then assessed through a
dedicated set of additional experiments with one GCM and two RCMs. It appears that prescribing soil
moisture improves the detection of warm days, particularly in the area where anomalies can be
detected. The effect of soil moisture nudging is generally stronger in the GCM than in the RCMs. The
number of warm days, however, is still much lower than observed. The results found with the
dynamical downscaling experiments are very similar between the two regional models, which
suggests the robustness of this result. Finally, prescribing the sea-surface temperature for global
experiments does not add clear value for the detection of warm days for the three heat waves targeted
by this study.

2.Description
2.1 Detection of the heat waves by state-of-the-art forecast system: set-up and results
Previous studies confirmed the positive impact of a realistic soil moisture initialization on time
correlation skill for near surface temperature at subseasonal (Koster et al. 2006) to seasonal
(Prodhomme et al. 2015) ranges. The latter study also mentioned the benefit for the detection of a
specific heat wave with one GCM. In order to check if this result could be generalized to other forecast
systems, we took advantage of the multi-model experiment experiment carried out in the framework of
the SPECS workpackage WP3.1. It consisted in re-forecasting the summers of 1992 to 2010 with
climatological (CLIM) vs. realistic (INIT) soil moisture initial conditions. All the simulations consist in
10-member ensembles initialized on May 1st . Information on the contributing forecast systems is given
in Table 1. More details on the setup are available in Ardilouze et al., in revision for Climate Dynamics
at the time of redaction of the present report.
Exp name

GCM

Atm. Resolution

LSM

MF-INIT

CNRM-CM5

150 km

SURFEX (ISBA3L) Interpolated ERALand
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BSC-INIT

EC-Earth v2.3

120 km

HTESSEL

ERA-Land

EC-INIT

Sys4

80 km

HTESSEL

ERA-Land

MO-INIT

GLOSeas5

50 km

JULES

Offline LSM run
(WFDEI forcing)

Table1 – Sample of the experimental setup for INIT experiments
To assess the detection of the heat waves of 2003 and 2010 with ensemble re-forecast, the anomalies
of JJA t2m were computed in term of odds (Fig. 1). The odds are the ratio between the probability for
the anomalies to in the upper quintile, the interquintile range or the lower quintile and with the
climatological probability of these three categories (20%, 60% and 20% respectively).
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Figure1:Observed and forecast anomalies for 2003 (left column) and 2010 (right column)
Top row: observed anomalies of t2m JJA mean (K), odds in MF-CLIM (a),MF-INIT (b),BSC-CLIM (c),
BSC-INIT (d), EC-CLIM(e), EC-INIT(f),MO-CLIM(g) and MO-INIT(h). Courtesy: Chloé Prodhomme
For the summer of 2003, all models predict a warm anomaly even with climatological soil initial
conditions. A more realistic initialization leads to an improved location of this anomaly for only one of
the prediction systems. This suggests that the heat wave of 2003 was mainly large-scale driven.
For the summer of 2010, none of the CLIM predictions succeed in re-forecasting a warm anomaly over
East Europe, and only one of the INIT detects a warm anomaly with an accurate location. It should be
noticed that the systems benefiting from a realistic soil moisture initialization are not the same for the
two case studies.
At this point, our forecast systems do not seem to be able to take advantage from an improved soil
initialization for the extreme heat waves of 2003 and 2010. In the next section we wanted to
investigate the potential of a “best possible” forecast related to soil moisture by prescribing this field
in-run with pseudo-observed values.
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2.2 “Idealized” forecasts: experimental set-up and metrics
One GCM (CNRM-CM) and two RCMs (ALADIN and RACMO) contributed to this experiment. For
each model, two re-forecasts were performed, one with daily-prescribed soil moisture and the other
with free running soil moisture. A third CNRM-CM re-forecast was also performed with prescribed sea
surface temperature and soil moisture.
The simulations and their short names are listed in Table 1.
As no global deep soil-moisture reanalysis exists so far, we used ERA-Land dataset (Balsamo et al.
2013) which is a reconstruction based on an standalone integration of HTESSEL Land Surface Model
(LSM) constrained by meteorological forcing derived from Era-Interim reanalysis with precipitation
adjustments based on GPCP v2.1.
The LSM component of RACMO being HTESSEL, the soil moisture field was replaced daily by that
derived from ERA-Land in the simulation with prescribed soil moisture
However, for ALADIN and CNRM-CM, the soil moisture field was nudged daily towards ERA-Land
interpolated onto the SURFEX LSM grid, with a 24-hour relaxation time. These SURFEX soil moisture
daily fields result from of a transfert function (Boisserie et al. 2015) that preserves the fraction of soil
water available for evapotranspiration (i.e. the soil wetness index) throughout the interpolation
process.
Era-Interim sea surface temperature data was used for the atmosphere-only CNRM-CM simulation
G-REFM

CNRM-CM initialized with ERA-Land (Tl255l91r)

G-SOILM

CNRM-CM with soil moisture nudged (daily) ERA-Land

G-SOILSSTM

same as G-SOILM but with prescribed Era-Interim sea surface temperature

R-REFM

ALADIN boundary forced by G-REFM, resolution 0.2°

R-SOILM

Same as R-REFM with soil moisture nudged (daily) towards ERA-Land

R-REFK

RACMO boundary forced by AMIP EC-EARTH v3.0 Euporias run (resolution
Tl255l91),resolution 0.2°

R-SOILK
Same as R-REFK with soil moisture replaced (daily) by ERA-Land
Table 2 – Short names for the simulations
Soil moisture anomalies are assessed in terms of soil wetness index (SWI) which reflects the fraction
of soil water available for evapotranspiration and hence potentially influencing the surface climate.
This index is convenient to compare the soil water content of different LSM regardless of the soil
modelling technique and parameters. It is computed as:
SWI=(WG – WGw)/(WGfc -WGw)
WG= Soil water content (m3/m3)
WGw= Soil wilting point
WGfc= Soil field capacity
For precipitation and Tmax, the skill of the models is assessed by means of grid-cell temporal anomaly
correlations between seasonal values derived from the simulated ensemble mean and from the
reference data. For the summers of 2003, 2010 and 2012, two climate indices are computed from
daily simulated and observed data.The first one is the number of JJA days where Tmax exceeds the
upper quintile (Q80Tx index) The quintiles are derived from the distribution of daily Tmax values
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resulting from all the members of the whole reforecast period except the year of interest. For the
reforecast of the specific summer of that year, the Q80Tx index is then computed for each member of
the ensemble and averaged out over the ensemble size. The second one is the largest number of
consecutive dry days of the summer (CDD index), considering that dry days correspond to cumulated
precipitation lower than 1 mm. The reference data is ERA-Interim for temperature correlations and
Q80Tx. EOBS was the reference for daily-mean precipitation data used in CDD index computation
and GPCC for monthly-mean precipitation .
2.3 Impact of prescribed soil moisture on the summer predictive skill
The assessment of the re-forecast quality for specific years may be deceiving if the forecast systems
are unskilled for the considered field and region. Moreover, prescribing the soil moisture each day of
their integration makes the forecast systems constantly moved aside from their water and energy
balance which should affect the predictive quality but not necessarily positively. Hence, a simple
evaluation of the time correlation skill over the hindcast period for Tmax and precipitation has been
performed for the bunch of simulations described earlier.
The anomaly correlations for June-to-August averaged (JJA) Tmax in the three reference experiments
are significantly positive only in a limited area (Fig. 2). This area corresponds mostly to the Southeastern part of Europe, consistently with the findings of Prodhomme et al. (2016).
However, the re-forecast with prescribed soil moisture show a major increase in correlations, over the
greatest part of Europe. This was expected to a certain extent since temperatures reflect the suface
heat balance which is greatly influenced by evapotranspiration. However soil moisture is known to
drive the evapotranspiration rate mainly in some semi-arid regions usually referred to as soil-moisture
limited.
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Figure 2 : Anomaly correlations and correlation differences for JJA Tmax. The stippling depicts
values significantly different from 0 at the 95% confidence level
Hence, this great improvement in Tmax correlations is a surprise for regions located north of 50° N
and west of 10°E where the influence of soil moisture on near surface temperature interannual
variability had possibly been underestimated so far.
Conversely, prescribing the SST in addition to soil moisture has no impact on the Tmax correlations
except for the coasts where grid points include a fraction of sea surface.
The predictability of precipitations (Fig.3) is poor in all reference experiments. On the contrary, the
daily forcing of soil moisture to the reconstructed data leads to increased anomaly correlations over
very large parts of Europe for the three soil-prescription experiments. The regions showing this feature
depend on the model, but West Russia, Scandinavia, the Balkans as well as France and Spain seem
positively affected in all the simulations. This result is even more unexpected than the one on
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temperatures, since previous modelling studies led to large discrepancies about the sign of feedbacks
between soil moisture and precipitation in summer over most mid-latitude continents (Seneviratne et
al. 2010)

Figure 3: Anomaly correlation and correlation differences for JJA precipitation.The stippling depicts
values significantly different from 0 at the 95% confidence level
A more thorough study of local interannual temperature, precipitation and soil moisture anomalies
would allow a better comprehension of the model response to a prescribed soil water content, but this
is beyond the scope of this report. However, these preliminary results confirm the interest and
appropriateness of our experimental set-up for studying the effective and potential predictability of
specific heat waves.
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2.4 Re-forecast performance for the heat waves of 2003, 2010 and 2012
2.4.1 Insight on soil moisture prediction
Reference regional simulations predict the summer dry anomaly over central Europe for 2003 quite
accurately, especially R-REFK, whereas the GCM prediction G-REFM is poorer. For 2010, R-REFK
reproduces nicely the wet pattern over Western Europe but not the dry anomaly over the region
concerned by the heat wave. Finally, all simulations predict the dry anomaly east of the Black Sea in
2012 with a correct location but an excessive amplitude, but R-REFK better represents the soil
wetness anomalies over the whole domain.

Figure 4: JJA standardized SWI anomaly for 2003 (top row), 2010 (middle row) and 2012 (bottom
row)
The questions arising from these results are : to what extent these differences in the seasonal SWI reforecast quality reflect that of temperature and precipitation? And is there an added value in
prescribing the daily soil moisture daily if we consider that the soil moisture re-forecast quality is
acceptable already in the reference simulations, at least in a few cases? The following analyses on
surface climate fields for the three summers of interest aim at providing some insight.
2.4.2 Results on maximum temperature prediction
The predicted seasonal Tmax anomalies (Fig. 5 to 7) are significantly improved for the three years in
the GCM simulations with prescribed soil moisture compared to the reference simulations. Prescribing
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SST seems to enhance slightly the prediction for the cases of 2010 and 2012 but the gain is less
obvious. The RCMs re-forecasts also benefit from the soil moisture constrain, although not as strongly.
The gain is more striking for the case of 2010 where the reference re-forecasts showed almost no
warm signal at all.

Figure 6: JJA 2003 Tmax anomaly in K, for (a)ERA-Interim, (b) G-REFM, (c) G-SOILM, (d) GSOILSSTM, (e) R-REFK, (f) R-SOILK, (g) R-REFM, (h)R-SOILM

Figure 7: Same as figure 6 for 2010

Figure 8: Same as figure 6 for 2012
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The Q80Tx index for the three summers of interest is depicted in the figures 9 to 11.

Figure 9: Q80Tx index for the summer of 2003, for (a)ERA-Interim, (b) G-REFM, (c) G-SOILM, (d) GSOILSSTM, (e) R-REFK, (f) R-SOILK, (g) R-REFM, (h)R-SOILM

Figure 10: Same as figure 9 for the summer of 2010
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Figure 11: Same as figure 9 for the summer of 2012
First of all, when focusing on the reference experiments (b), (e) and (g), it appears that R-REFK
compares slightly better with the observation than the others for the cases of 2003 and 2012, which
can be related to the better SWI prediction discussed earlier. However, for the three cases, and for the
three forecast systems, prescribing soil moisture from ERA-Land improves the detection of warm days
compared with the simulations without soil nudging, particularly by improving the area where
anomalies can be detected. The number of warm days is still much lower than observed but it should
be kept in mind that the ensemble averaging tends to smooth out the signal. It results from the GSOILSSTM simulation that prescribing sea surface temperature in addition to soil moisture brings very
marginal added value in detecting these heat waves with respect to soil nudging only, except for local
coastal areas in the case of 2003. Interestingly, like for seasonal anomalies, the effect of the soil
moisture constraint is stronger in the global simulations than in the regional model set-up. This is
possibly related to a feedback on the atmospheric circulation, and on the limited degrees of freedom of
the RCMs by their lateral forcing. Apparently interactions between soil and atmosphere in an area
larger than the European simulation domain play a role in a good heatwave forecast.
2.4.2 Results on precipitation prediction
As for precipitation, the re-forecast seasonal anomalies (Fig. 12 to 14) are in much better agreement
with the observation in the simulation with prescribed soil moisture for 2003 and 2010 cases, at least
for the global experiments. For the case of 2012, characterized by weak observed precipitation
anomalies, the impact is not as marked as the other studied summers, but the excessive dry reforecast anomalies are reduced anyway, particularly in the regional simulations.
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Figure 12 – JJA 2003 precipitation anomaly in mm/day, for (a)ERA-Interim, (b) G-REFM, (c) G-SOILM,
(d) R-REFK, (e) R-SOILK, (f) R-REFM, (g)R-SOILM

Figure 13 : Same as figure 12 for 2010

Figure 14 : Same as figure 12 for 2012
The CDD index for 2010 (Fig.15) largely differs between observation and simulations in the area
concerned by the heat wave. This is also true to a lesser extent for 2003 and 2012 (not shown).
However, unlike the precipitation seasonal anomalies, CDD is not significantly affected by the soil
moisture prescription.
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Figure 15: 2010 JJA CDD index for (a)ERA-Interim, (b) G-REFM, (c) G-SOILM, (d) G-SOILSSTM, (e)
R-REFK, (f) R-SOILK, (g) R-REFM, (h)R-SOILM.
Therefore, the forecast systems forced by realistic soil moisture conditions produce improved
precipitation anomalies in terms of location and amplitude but this does not seem to affect the dry spell
lengths. This result needs to be confirmed since the re-forecast CDD indices have not been rescaled
to take into account the smoothing effect resulting from the ensemble averaging, contrarily to the
seasonal anomalies.
Would this be confirmed, it could suggest that during summers concerned by extreme heat events, the
local coupling between the land surface and the atmosphere modulates the precipitation intensity
rather than its frequency, at least in the models contributing to this study.

3.Conclusions
The state-of-the art coupled forecast systems generally fail to detect heat wave signals for the three
cases concerned by this study, namely the summers of 2003, 2010 and 2012. Improving soil moisture
initialization does not result conclusive in reaching this goal. Nonetheless, an original experiment
assessing the impact of prescribed vs. free running soil moisture during summer re-forecast allowed to
highlight the value of soil-atmosphere interactions to improve heat wave predictions at a seasonal time
range. The variety of global and regional models contributing to that set-up behave quite similarly : the
correlation skill is significantly increased over almost the whole European domain for maximum
temperature and over large areas for precipitation. The areas concerned by this gain of skill are not
limited to the sole South-East Europe, traditionally identified as a hotspot of land-atmosphere coupling
in summer.
Beyond the impact on skill, the constraint on soil moisture allows a far better detection of warm days
and seasonal temperature anomaly in the re-forecast summers of interest. This is also true for
precipitation anomalies but not for the duration of dry spells, suggesting that in the framework of our
study, soil moisture affects the precipitation intensity rather than its frequency.
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Generally, the described gains in predictability benefit slightly more to the GCM experiment than to the
RCMs. This could relate either to a potential remote effect of soil moisture on the atmosphere, or to
the constraint of the boundary conditions derived from a forcing model that did not took advantage of
the prescribed soil moisture and hence produced poorer predictions.
A limitation of the comparison between the regional models comes from the diverging methods used to
prescribe the soil moisture. In one case, it is purely replaced by the reference data, while it is nudged
in the other case, implying a smoother relaxation towards the reference data. Additionally, the quality
of these data may be downgraded during the interpolation stage required to fit the LSM of the ALADIN
and CNRM-CM forecast systems.
The studies did not solve the complex puzzle but did point at the important role of soil processes and
the effect the soil has on the large scale atmospheric circulation.
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